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Fixed Energy R-separation for Schro¨dinger
equation
Claudia Chanu & Giovanni Rastelli
Abstract
We extend the classical approach of the R-separation of the Laplace
equation ∆ψ = 0 (as a null eigenvalue problem) to the general steady
state Schro¨dinger equation including cases with a scalar potential V and
the energy is a fixed constant.
Keywords: Variable separation; Schro¨dinger equation; Laplace equation; R-
separation.
1 Introduction
Let us consider the Schro¨dinger equation
−
~2
2
∆ψ + (V − E)ψ = 0, (1.1)
on a Riemannian manifold Q with metric tensor G of any signature. According
to Moon and Spencer [15, 16, 17], if the ansatz
ψ = R
∏
i φi(q
i),
where R is a suitable function of the coordinates and each φi is a function of the
corresponding coordinate qi only, permits to split equation (1.1) into n separated
ODE’s, then this equation is said to be R-separable. We are interested in the
following question: under which conditions on the metric G, the potential V and
the value of the energy E is this ansatz successful?
Usually, in the literature [15, 16, 17, 10, 13, 8, 7], authors require that R-
separable solutions for Schro¨dinger or Helmholtz equations exist for all possible
eigenvalues E. In the present paper we study the more general theory in which
R-separation occurs for a single eigenvalue E, as in the Laplace equation, where
the only eigenvalue is E = 0. We call this theory fixed energy R-separation (FER-
separation). As a result, we shall see that FER-separation enlarges the number
of classes of separable coordinates. First of all we analyse the definition of FER-
separation, showing that the functions φi must depend on a suitable number of
1
parameters (cα) in order to satisfy a completeness condition (Definition 19). Ac-
cording to this definition, we will provide a criterion for testing if FER-separation
occurs in a given coordinate system (qi) (Theorem 30): we shall see that a nec-
essary condition is that coordinates be orthogonal and conformal separable (as
defined in [4]). Then, we give necessary intrinsic conditions for the existence of
FER-separable coordinates based on conformal Killing tensors (Proposition 37).
Furthermore, ODEs whose integrations provide R-separated solutions of (1.1) are
deduced and the associated second order commuting operators are determined.
In such a way, we see that our definition of R-separation is equivalent, when
restricted to the Laplace equation, to the definition of orthogonal separable co-
ordinates given by Kalnins and Miller [9] involving a set of operators constructed
from a Sta¨ckel matrix. Indeed, the R-separation of Laplace equation is charac-
terized in [9] by means of conformal symmetry operators. We remark that in our
approach, both the orthogonality and the existence of a related Sta¨ckel matrix
are proved and not assumed.
Also the intermediate results, the “tools” used for proving Theorem 30, ap-
pear to be quite interesting by their own: they are (i) a geometric interpretation
of the additive separation of variables in a single null PDE of any order, (ii)
three criteria for additive separation of such a PDE, which extend those given
for the null Hamilton-Jacobi equation in [4], both exposed in Section 3. This
geometrical approach is quite general and easily adapted for dealing with fixed
energy separation and FER-separation of other PDE’s of physical interest, like
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation or Schro¨dinger equation with a vector po-
tential. For instance, as a straightforward application of the method, we get
that, on an Einstein manifold, ordinary separation for a single value of E of
(1.1) only occurs in the coordinates allowing separation for all admissible values
of E (this is well-known for the Laplace equation, which on Einstein manifolds
is separable in the same coordinates separating Helmholtz equation). In other
words, studying the fixed energy case of ordinary separation is not so interesting,
since in the most common cases we do not get any new coordinate system, while
for FER-separation the class of possible coordinates is definitively bigger. This
is explain the importance of FER-separation, whose theory, even if applied to
Laplace equation till the 19-th century, needs a precise mathematical foundation.
2 From multiplicative R-separation to additive separa-
tion
The link between R-separation of (1.1) and additive separation of a suitable PDE
depending on G, V , R, and E is obtained via the usual (see for instance [10])
substitutions,
u = lnφ (2.1)
2
ψ = Rφ. (2.2)
We recall that the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ = gij∇i∇j on a n-dimensional
Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian manifold (Q,G) with contravariant metric
tensor G = (gij) in local coordinates has the form
∆ψ = gij∂2ijψ − Γ
h∂hψ. (2.3)
where Γh are the contracted Christoffel symbols, defined as
Γh = gijΓhij, Γk = gkhΓ
h. (2.4)
Proposition 1. There is a one to one correspondence between the solutions of
(1.1) of the form ψ = R
∏
i φi(q
i)and the additively separated solutions u = lnφ
of
gijuiuj + g
iiuii − Γˆ
iui +
2
~2
E − U = 0, (2.5)
where ui = ∂iu, uii = ∂
2
iiu, U is the modified potential
U = −
(
∆R
R
−
2
~2
V
)
, (2.6)
and
Γˆi = gij(Γj − 2∂j lnR). (2.7)
Proof. By inserting (2.2) in (1.1) for a real function R 6= 0 on Q, we see that (2.2
is a solution of (1.1) if and only if φ satisfies
R∆φ + 2∇R · ∇φ+
(
2
~2
R(E − V ) + ∆R
)
φ = 0. (2.8)
which is equivalent to
∆φ+ 2∇ lnR · ∇φ+
(
2
~2
E − U
)
φ = 0, (2.9)
where U is given by (2.6). Then, let us perform the substitution (2.1) and let
us denote the partial derivatives of u by ui = ∂iu, uij = ∂
2
iju, uijk = ∂
3
ijku, etc.
Since u is additively separated, we get uij = δ
i
juii. Moreover, by (2.1) we have
∂iφ = uiφ, ∂
2
iiφ = (uii + u
2
i )φ, ∂ijφ = uiujφ (i 6= j). (2.10)
Therefore, by inserting (2.10) in (2.9), due to (2.4), we get
(gijuiuj + g
iiuii − Γˆ
iui +
2
~2
E − U)φ = 0.
Hence, since φ 6= 0, φ is a multiplicatively separated solution of (2.9) if and only
if u is a separated solutions of (2.5) .
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Remark 2. Although Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) admit the same solutions for any
choice of R 6= 0, they are deeply different from the point of view of separabil-
ity: equation (2.9) is treated in a natural way as an eigenvalue problem and its
separation for all the eigenvalues 2
~2
E leads to R-separation theory as developed
by Moon and Spencer [15, 16] and by Kalnins and Miller [8, 7, 13, 11] On the
contrary, in (2.8) the energy constant E is multiplied by the function R and E
cannot be considered as a differential operator eigenvalue: in (2.8) E is a fixed
parameter incorporated into the differential operator and the solutions are the
eigenfunctions of the null eigenvalue only. Its separation must be treated in a
way similar to the separation for Laplace equation [15, 9]. The difference between
these two view points is subtle but relevant (see also [5] about the correspondence
between the quantum-mechanical description of hydrogen atom and the harmonic
oscillators). Of course, also Eq. (2.9) can be read as a null eigenvalue problem
by including the constant E into the potential function UE =
2
~2
E − U . We
adopt this last interpretation of (2.9) to define Fixed Energy R-separation (FER-
separation) in Section 4. In this approach the function R plays the same role of
the potential V and the metric tensor (gij): Eq. (2.9) is a PDE defined by G, V ,
R and E. By imposing that (2.9) admits a complete family of separated solutions
φ, in a meaning we will make precise later, we determine differential conditions
on G, V , R and E.
Remark 3. The change of unknown function (2.1) relates multiplicative and
additive separation of any PDE, both in the case in which we are dealing with a
single null PDE or with an eigenvalue problem. In the resulting equation (2.5) the
parameter E admits two interpretations as in equation (2.9): it can be considered
as an internal parameter of the equation (FER-separation) or as an integration
constant (classical R-separation).
3 Geometry of the additive separation for a null PDE of
order l
We provide the geometric framework and the geometric characterization of the
separation of variables (SOV) for a null PDE of arbitrary order l, extending the
results of [4] (concerning the Hamilton-Jacobi case only) and of [2] (dealing with
ordinary separation only). The main tool is the theory of separable connections
as introduced by Benenti [1]. As in the case of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with
a fixed value of the energy, two different (but in a sense equivalent) definitions of
separable solutions are given. Each of them is useful to prove different criteria of
existence of a separable solution in a given coordinate system.
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3.1 Separable connections
Let M = Q× Z → Q be the trivial vectorial bundle with fiber Z over Q, where
Q is a n-dimensional manifold with coordinates (qi) (i = 1, . . . , n) and Z is a
N -dimensional vector space (over R or C) with coordinates (zA) (A = 1, . . . , N).
We call connection on M a regular distribution (in the Frobenius sense) C on
M of rank n and transversal to the fibers: C : x 7→ Cx ⊂ TxM with dim Cx = n
and Cx ∩ TxZ = {0}.
A vector field X ∈ X (M) is horizontal if X(M) ⊂ C(M) i.e., if X(x) ∈ Cx.
Locally a connection C is spanned by the n horizontal vector fields, called the
generators of C
Di =
∂
∂qi
+ CiA
∂
∂zA
,
where CiA are functions on M called coefficients of the connection. A connection
is integrable (in the Frobenius sense) if for any point P ∈M there exists a unique
integral manifold (i.e., a n-dimensional immersed submanifold tangent to each
Di) passing through P . By the Frobenius theorem and the particular form of the
generators, we get that
Proposition 4. A connection generated by the vector fields (Di) is integrable (in
the Frobenius sense) if and only if [Di, Dj] = 0.
If C is integrable, then there exists a foliation L of M made of integrable
n-dimensional manifolds of C. Since C is a transversal distribution, the integral
manifolds are locally described by zA = FA(q
i, cB) where (cB) are real parameters
(B = 1, . . . , N)satisfying the completeness condition
det
[
∂zA
∂cB
]
6= 0.
The functions FA are solutions of the first-order differential system of PDE on Q
∂zA
∂qi
= CiA(q
i, zA).
It follows that
Proposition 5. The connection generated by the Di is integrable if and only if
the corresponding system of PDE is completely integrable.
Let S be a N − 1-dimensional submanifold of M . We say that a distribution
C is reducible on S if when it is restricted to the points of S it gives rise to a
distribution C0 on S. We have that
Proposition 6. A distribution is reducible to a submanifold S if and only if its
generators Di are tangent to S.
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If F is a function on M such that equation F = 0 implicitly defines the sub-
manifold S, then C is reducible to F = 0 if and only if DiF |S = 0 or, equivalently,
DiF = ΛF for a suitable function Λ on M .
Remark 7. If a connection C is integrable and reducible as a distribution to
S, then the foliation L = (LcA) on M made of integral manifolds of C can be
restricted to a foliation LS on S made of integral manifolds of C, whose labels
(cA) belong to a suitable N − 1-dimensional submanifold P of R
N . Up to a
new parametrization of the (cA), we can assume without loss of generality that
P is defined by cN = 0 and LS is described by the N − 1 parameters (cα) =
(c1, . . . , cN−1).
3.2 Equivalent definitions of additive SOV for a null PDE
Inspired by the approach to the additive separation of Kalnins and Miller exposed
in [10] for PDE of the kind H = const., we extend the theory in a geometrical
way to a single PDE of order l on Q
H(q1, . . . , qn, u, ui, uij, . . . , uij...h) = 0, (3.1)
where ui = ∂iu, uij = ∂
2
iju . . . are the derivatives (up to order l) of the un-
known function u = u(qi), with respect to the coordinates, with ∂i = ∂/∂q
i. An
(additive) separated solution of (3.1) is a function of the form
u =
n∑
i=1
Si(q
i),
where Si depends on the single variable q
i satisfying (3.1). If we look for additive
separated solutions only, Eq. (3.1) reduces to
H(q1, . . . , qn, u, ui, u
(2)
i , . . . , u
(l)
i ) = 0.
where u
(2)
i = uii and uij = 0 for i 6= j.
Definition 8. Given a PDE (3.1) of order l, the function uI is a complete internal
separated solution (internal solution) if: i) uI is of the form
uI =
n∑
i=1
Si(q
i, cα), α = 1, . . . , nl;
ii) for all (cα) in a suitable open set of R
nl uI is a separated solution of (3.1) i.e.
H(q1, . . . , qn, u, uIi , u
I
ii, . . . , u
I
ii...i) = 0;
iii) the following completeness condition holds
rank
[
∂uI
∂cα
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIi∂cα
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIii∂cα
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIi...i∂cα
]
= nl.
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Definition 9. Given the PDE (3.1) of order l, the function uE is a complete
extended separated solution (extended solution) if: i) uE is of the form
uE =
n∑
i=1
Si(q
i, ca), a = 1, . . . , nl + 1,
ii) uE satisfies (3.1), that is H(q1, . . . , qn, uE, uEi , u
E
ii , . . . , u
E
ii...i) = 0, for any (ca)
belonging to a suitable nl-dimensional submanifold of Rnl+1 or, up to a trans-
formation of the (ca), for cnl+1 = 0; iii) u
E satisfies the following completeness
condition for all admissible values of qi and ca:
det
[
∂uE
∂ca
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi∂ca
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEii∂ca
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi...i∂ca
]
6= 0.
Remark 10. An internal complete solution defines a foliation of the submanifold
H = 0 in n-dimensional leaves transversal to the fibers of the bundle M , via
equations
u = uI , ui = ∂iu
I , u
(2)
i = ∂
2
iiu
I , . . . u
(l)
i = ∂
l
i...iu
I .
Each submanifold is parametrized by the value of the nl parameters (cα). Con-
versely, an extended solution defines a foliation of an open subset of M in n-
dimensional leaves via equations
u = uE, ui = ∂iu
E, u
(2)
i = ∂
2
iiu
E, . . . u
(l)
i = ∂
l
i...iu
E.
Each submanifold is parametrized by the value of the nl parameters (ca). The
foliation is compatible with the submanifoldH = 0 in the sense that it is reducible
to a foliation of H = 0.
Proposition 11. In the coordinates (qi) on Q, there exists an internal solution
of the PDE (3.1) if and only if there exists an extended solution of (3.1) in the
(qi) .
Proof. Let uE(qi, ca) be an extended solution of (3.1). Then, up to a reparametri-
sation of the (ca), we can assume that for all (ca) with cnl+1 = 0 the function
uE is a solution of (3.1). Hence, uI(qi, cα) = u
E(qi, c1, . . . , cnl, 0) is an internal
solution for (3.1) in the same coordinates. Conversely, let uI(qi, cα) be an internal
solution of (3.1). Let Cm be the first column in the matrix
M I =
[
∂uI
∂cα
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIi∂cα
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIii∂cα
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂uIi...i∂cα
]
such that the nl-th order minorM Im obtained by eliminating this column is differ-
ent from zero. Such an index m exists because of the completeness condition. We
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consider the two casesm = 1 andm > 1 separately. Ifm = 1, then uE = uI+cnl+1
is a solution of (3.1) for all (ca) such that cnl+1 = 0; moreover, we have that
ME =
[
∂uE
∂ca
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi∂ca
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi...i∂ca
]
=
[
∂uI
∂cα
1
∣∣∣∣ ∂u
I
i
∂cα
0
∣∣∣∣ ∂u
I
ii
∂cα
0
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂u
I
i...i
∂cα
0
]
and the completeness condition holds. If m > 1, there exist unique q, r ∈ Z such
that m− 2 = qn + r with 0 ≤ r < n. Thus, the eliminated column contains the
partial derivatives w.r.t. (cα) of
∂kuI
(∂qj)k
with k = q + 1 and j = r + 1. Then,
uE = uI + cnl+1
(qj)k
k!
is a solution of (3.1) for all (ca) such that cnl+1 = 0. Moreover, the rank of
ME =
[
∂uE
∂ca
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi∂ca
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEii∂ca
∣∣∣∣ . . .
∣∣∣∣ ∂uEi...i∂ca
]
is maximal. Indeed, in the developing of detME along the last row, the firstm−1
addenda are null since M Ih = 0 for h < m, as well as those from the (m+1)-th to
the last, because the elements of the last row of ME with column index greater
than m are all null. Hence, being detME = (ME)nl+1m M
I
m = 1 ·M
I
m 6= 0, the
completeness condition holds.
Definition 12. We say that the null equation H = 0 is separable in the coordi-
nates (qi) if it admits an extended solution or, equivalently, an internal one.
Remark 13. In comparison with the geometric framework introduced in [4]
to deal with a null Hamilton-Jacobi equation, the present case presents several
differences. First of all, it is not possible to define complete internal or extended
solutions without assuming that they are separated; moreover there is not a
unique formula transforming an internal into an extended solution. This is a
consequence of the fact that the coordinates in the fiber are not all of the same
kind, but correspond to derivatives of u of different orders.
3.3 Criteria for additive separation of a null equation
Let us consider fibered coordinates (qi, zA) on M = Q × Z → Q, where (zA) =
(u, ui, u
(2)
i , . . . , u
(l)
i ), with i = 1, . . . , n, A = 1, . . . , nl + 1. Let H be a smooth
function on M such that H = 0 is a nl-dimensional submanifold of M . We apply
to this case the equivalence of integrability of distributions on vector bundles
and complete integrability of normal first-order differential systems, recalled in
section 3.1. The following propositions provide necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of an extended and an internal solution, respectively (see also
[4] and references therein).
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Proposition 14. In given coordinates (qi) on Q, the following statements are
equivalent: (i) there exists an extended solution uE of H = 0; (ii) there exist n
functions Ri on M such that the distribution ∆ generated by
Di = ∂i + ui∂u + u
(2)
i ∂/∂ui + . . .+ u
(l)
i ∂/∂u
(l−1)
i +Ri∂/∂u
(l)
i (3.2)
is integrable and reducible on the submanifold H = 0, that is{
DiRj = 0, ∀ j 6= i
DiH|H=0 = 0.
(3.3)
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): Let us assume that a solution uE =
∑
i Si(q
i, c1, . . . , cN) of
H = 0 exists. By the completeness condition, (qi, c1, . . . , cN) are (non fibered)
coordinates on M and the n functions on M
Ri =
dl+1
(dqi)l+1
Si(q
i, c1 . . . , cN)
are well-defined. Going back the original coordinates we get functions
Ri = Ri(q
i, u, ui, u
(2)
i , . . . u
(l)
i ),
and by them we construct the vector fields Di (3.2). The distribution ∆ generated
by the fields Di is integrable because the corresponding first order system on M

∂iu = ui
∂iuj = δiju
(2)
i
. . .
∂iu
(l)
j = δijRj
(3.4)
is completely integrable. Indeed,
u = uE =
∑
i Si(q
i, cA), ui =
d
dqi
Si(q
i, cA) . . . u
(l)
i =
dl
(dqi)l
Si(q
i, cA)
is a complete solution of the PDEs system, which describes a foliation L(cA) =
(LcA) made of integral manifolds of ∆. Moreover, since u
E is a solution of H = 0
for any (cA) with cnl+1 = 0, we have H(q
i, uE, . . .) = 0, that is every point of LcA
belongs to H = 0. Thus, the generators Di (by construction tangent to every leaf
of LcA) are tangent to H = 0. Hence, ∆ is an integrable distribution reducible
to the submanifold H = 0 i.e., conditions (3.3) hold. (ii) ⇒ (i). We assume
that there exist n functions Ri on M such that the distribution ∆ generated by
(3.2) is integrable and reducible on the submanifold H = 0, that is (3.2) satisfy
(3.3). Hence, the first order PDE system associated with ∆ (3.4) is completely
integrable, that is there exist nl+1 functions fA(q
i, cB) such that zA = fA(q
i, cB)
are a complete solution of (3.4) that is satisfy (3.4) and the matrix
(
∂fA
∂cB
)
has
maximal rank. The form of (3.4) implies that the solution is of separated type:
u =
∑
i Si(q
i, cB), ui =
d
dqi
Si(q
i, cB), . . . u
(l)
i =
dl
(dqi)l
Si(q
i, cB)
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Thus, uE =
∑
i Si(q
i, cB) is an extended solution of H = 0. Indeed, by con-
struction it satisfies the completeness condition. Moreover, being the generators
Di (3.2) tangent to H = 0 by assumption, ∆ is reducible to a distribution on
H = 0. Then, for any P in H = 0 the connected leaf L(cA) passing through
P is entirely contained in H = 0. Let us consider the submanifold of Rnl+1
P = {(cB) | L(cB) ⊂ H = 0}. Then, for all (cB) ∈ P u
E satisfies H = 0.
Proposition 15. In a given coordinate system (qi) on Q the following statements
are equivalent: (i) there exists an internal solution uI =
∑
i Si(q
i, cα) of H = 0;
(ii) there exist n functions Ri on M such that the distribution ∆ generated by
the vector fields (3.2) is reducible to a distribution ∆0 on the submanifold H = 0
and ∆0 is integrable, that is{
DiH|H=0 = 0,
DiRj |H=0 = 0, ∀ j 6= i.
(3.5)
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): if there exists an internal solution, then there is also an ex-
tended solution in the same coordinates. Hence, by Proposition 14, there are
functions Ri satisfying (3.3) and in particular (3.5). (ii) ⇒ (i): Being ∆0 in-
tegrable, the manifold H = 0 is foliated by integral manifolds of ∆0 locally
described by solutions of the PDE system (3.4) depending on nl parameters (cα)
with separated form
u =
∑
i Si(q
i, cα), ui =
d
dqi
Si(q
i, cα), . . . u
(l)
i =
dl
(dqi)l
Si(q
i, cα)
satisfying H = 0. Thus, uI =
∑
i Si(q
i, cα) is an internal solution of H = 0.
Theorem 16. The separation of a null equation H = 0 occurs in a given coordi-
nate system if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:
1) there exist n functions λi(q, u, ui, .., u
(l)
i ) such that the operators (3.2) satisfy{
DiH = λiH,
DiRj = 0, ∀ j 6= i.
(3.6)
2) there exists (locally) a function Λ(qi, u, ui, ..., u
(l)
i ) such that the equation
H/Λ = h is separable in the ordinary sense, i.e. the operators (3.2) satisfy{
Di(H/Λ) = 0,
DiRj = 0, ∀ j 6= i.
(3.7)
3) the operators (3.2) satisfy{
DiH = 0,
DiRj |H=0 = 0, ∀ j 6= i.
(3.8)
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Proof. Condition 1) follows straightforward from (3.3) by applying Hadamard’s
Lemma: F |H=0 = 0 ⇔ F = λH. Condition 2) is equivalent to condition 1).
Indeed, from (3.3)1 we get λi = Di logH. Since DiDj = DjDi, we have Diλj =
Djλi and locally there exists a function Λ such that
λi = Di log Λ.
Thus, condition (3.3)1 becomes Di lnH = Di ln Λ and, being Di linear,
Di(H/Λ) = 0.
Hence, condition 1) holds iff there exists Λ satisfying (3.7). Condition 3) is a
consequence of Proposition 15. Indeed, by applying Hadamard’s Lemma to (3.5)
and (3.8), we get
∃ (λh), (µhk) |
{
DiH = λiH,
DiRj = µijH, ∀ j 6= i,
(3.9)
∃ (νhk) |
{
DiH = 0,
DiRj = νijH, ∀ j 6= i,
(3.10)
respectively. We show that (3.9) is equivalent to (3.10). Clearly, (3.10) implies
(3.9) by choosing λi = 0. Conversely, we assume that (3.9) holds and we denote
by D0i , R
0
i the operators (3.2) and the associated functions Ri satisfying DiH = 0.
moreover we denote by Dλi , R
λ
i those satisfying DiH = λiH. Then, we have
D0i = D
λ
i − FiH
∂
∂u(l)i
, R0i = R
λ
i − FiH,
where Fi =
(
∂H
∂u
(l)
i
)
−1
λi, and by a straightforward calculation we get
Dλi R
λ
j = D
0
iR
0
i +H
[
Fi
∂
∂u(l)i
(
R0j + FjH
)
+D0i (Fj)
]
.
Thus, since Dλi R
λ
j = µijH, there exist functions νij such that D
0
iR
0
j = νijH.
Remark 17. The n additional unknown functions (λi) play the role of La-
grangian multipliers. It is remarkable the fact that the n functions (λi) can
be replaced by a single unknown function Λ.
Remark 18. We recall that the conditions for the separation in the ordinary
sense of the equation H = h are [2, 4, 10]{
DiH = 0,
DiRj = 0, (∀ j 6= i).
(3.11)
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4 Definition and criteria for FER-separation
By Proposition 1, we can extend the notion of completeness for separated so-
lutions of (2.5) to FER-separable solutions of (1.1) in a natural way. However,
since H does not depend on u, but only on its derivatives, the solution of (2.5)
is defined up to an inessential additive constant (corresponding to a constant
factor for ψ). Hence, in this case we can consider without loss of generality only
the 2n functions (zA) = (ui, uii) as unknowns (see Remark 2.4 in [2]). It follows
that in the generators Di the term ui∂u can be disregarded. Moreover, being the
unknown functions 2n, the number of parameters entering in a complete solution
of the null PDE (2.5) is 2n − 1, according to Section 3.1. Therefore, we define
FER-separation as:
Definition 19. The Schro¨dinger equation (1.1) is FER-separable in the coordi-
nates (qi) – called FER-separable coordinates for (1.1)– if there exist a value of
the energy E and a function R such that Eq. (1.1), admits a solution of the form
ψ = R
∏
i
φi(q
i, cα), (4.1)
where cα are 2n− 1 parameters satisfying the completeness condition
rank


∂ui
∂cα
∂vi
∂cα

 = 2n− 1, ui = φ
′
i
φi
, vi =
φ′′i
φi
. (4.2)
Remark 20. The meaning of completeness is the following: given R and E
allowing FER-separation, for any choice of 2n − 1 numbers (cα) = (bi, kj), i =
1 . . . n, j = 1, . . . , n − 1, and of a point q0 ∈ Q, then there exists a unique
separated solution φ of (2.9) such that (
φ′i
φi
,
φ′′j
φj
)q0 = (hi, kj). Moreover, we observe
that in Definition 19 there are no assumptions on the form of the functions φi
(as for instance φi = e
biq
i
with bi ∈ R) as in the case of free separation of the
Schro¨dinger equation [2].
We apply the third condition of Theorem 16 to study the separation of Eq.
(2.5) that is the null equation H = 0 where
H = gijuiuj + g
iiuii − Γˆ
iui +
2
~2
E − U. (4.3)
We assume here and in the following that gii 6= 0 for all i. This assumption is
obviously fulfilled for a proper Riemannian manifold. This means that we are
excluding null coordinates. In our case, we have l = 2 and H independent of u.
Hence, both the operators (3.2) and the associated functions Ri do not depend
on u:
Di = ∂i + uii
∂
∂ui
+Ri
∂
∂uii
. (4.4)
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Since DiH = 0, the functions Ri have the form
Ri(q
i, ui, uii) = −
(
∂H
∂uii
)−1[
∂iH + uii
∂H
∂ui
]
. (4.5)
We want to find conditions for which DiRj|H=0 = 0 (i 6= j).
Lemma 21. The function DiRj is a polynomial of second degree in the variables
(u11, . . . , unn), whose quadratic part is
−2
gij
gjj
uiiujj, i, j n.s. i 6= j. (4.6)
Proof. Recalling that ∂H
∂uii
= gii, by inserting (4.3) in (4.5), we get
Rj =
1
gjj
[− 2 gjhujjuh − ∂jg
hhuhh − ∂jg
hkuhuk + ∂j Γˆ
huh + Γˆ
jujj + ∂jU ].
Since Rj and all its partial derivatives contain terms at most linear in the variables
(uhh) and being
DiRj = ∂iRj + uii
∂Rj
∂ui
−
∂jg
ii
gjj
Ri,
a straightforward calculation shows that the only term of DiRj which is quadratic
in (uhh) is (4.6).
Proposition 22. The coordinates (qi) allowing FER-separation i.e, separation
of the null equation H = 0 (2.5) for a suitable R, are necessarily orthogonal.
Proof. By condition 3) of Theorem 16, the null equation H = 0 is separable if
and only if for all i 6= j, the functions DiRj vanish on the surface H = 0. Since
the function (4.3) is linear (uhh), the equation H = 0 is equivalent to
uii = −
1
gii
(∑
α6=i
gααuαα + g
hkuhuk − Γˆ
huh +
2
~2
E − U
)
.
Hence, inserting the expression of uii intoDiRj , we get (by Lemma 21) a quadratic
polynomial in the (uαα) (α 6= i) with quadratic part∑
α6=i
−2
gij
gjj
gαα
gii
uααujj, i, j n.s. i 6= j,
which vanishes if and only if gij = 0 for i 6= j.
Remark 23. By Proposition 22 coordinates allowing FER-separation of Eq. (1.1)
are necessarily orthogonal. However, nonorthogonal R-separation (see [8, 11]) is
possible by imposing constraints on the form of some factors φi: this case, which
has been described in [2] for ordinary separation of Schro¨dinger equation and
called reduced separation, is not examined in the present paper.
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In orthogonal coordinates, (4.3) becomes
H = gii(uii + u
2
i )− Γˆ
iui +
2
~2
E − U (4.7)
and the functions (4.5)
Rj =
1
gjj
[−2gjjujjuj − ∂jg
hh(uhh + u
2
h) + ∂jΓˆ
huh + Γˆ
jujj + ∂jU ]. (4.8)
In order to write in a shorter way DiRj we introduce the following notion ([4])
Definition 24. A Sta¨ckel operator Sij is the second order differential operator
such that for any f : Q→ R
Sij(f) = ∂
2
ijf − ∂j ln(g
ii)∂if − ∂i ln(g
jj)∂jf. (4.9)
Proposition 25. Equation (2.5) is separable in the orthogonal coordinates (qi)
if and only if
∂jΓˆ
i − Γˆi∂j ln g
ii = 0, (4.10)
Sij(g
hh)
ghh
−
Sij(g
kk)
gkk
= 0, ∀ h, k, (4.11)
Sij(U) g
hh − Sij(g
hh) (U − 2
~2
E) = 0, ∀ h. (4.12)
Proof. By applying operators (4.4) to the functions (4.8) and using (4.9) we get
DiRj =
1
gjj
[(∂jΓˆ
i − Γˆi∂j ln g
ii)uii + (∂iΓˆ
j − Γˆj∂i ln g
jj)ujj
−Sij(g
hh)(uhh + u
2
h) + Sij(Γˆ
h)uh + Sij(U)]. (4.13)
We impose that the function DiRj vanishes on the surface H = 0 that is for all
values of (uh, u
2
h, uαα) with α 6= i and for
uii = u
2
i −
1
gii
(∑
α6=i
gαα(uαα + u
2
α)− Γˆ
huh +
2
~2
E − U
)
.
By inserting the expression for uii in (4.13) we see that the only coefficient of u
2
i
is ∂jΓˆ
i− Γˆi∂j ln g
ii. Thus, (4.10) must hold for any couple of indices i 6= j. Then,
assuming (4.10), DiRj |H=0 becomes (up to a factor gjj)(
Sij(gii)
gii
gαα−Sij(g
αα)
)
vα+
(
Sij(Γˆ
h)−
Sij(gii)
gii
Γˆh
)
uh−
Sij(g
ii)(U− 2
~2
E)
gii
+Sij(U) = 0
with vα = uαα + u
2
α. By equating to zero the coefficients of vα, uh, and of the
0-th order term, we get two conditions equivalent to (4.11), (4.12) and moreover
Sij(Γˆ
h)−
Sij(g
ii)
gii
Γˆh = 0.
However, this last condition is disregarded being a consequence of (4.10–4.11),
Indeed, by (4.10) we get Sij(Γˆ
h) = ΓˆhSij(g
hh)ghh.
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Remark 26. If U − 2
~2
E = 0, i.e., if R satisfies (1.1), then (4.12) is always
satisfied.
Proposition 27. If (qi) are separable coordinates for (2.5), then the function R
is locally determinated by integrating equations
2∂i lnR = Γi − ξi(q
i). (4.14)
Proof. For Γˆi 6= 0, we have that (4.10) is equivalent to ∂j
(
Γˆi/gii
)
= 0 for all j 6= i
i.e., to Γˆi = giiξi(q
i) (i n.s.). By definition of modified contracted Christoffel
symbol (2.7), since the coordinates are orthogonal, we get Γi − 2∂i lnR = ξi(q
i),
that is (4.14). The differential system is integrable in orthogonal coordinates
satisfying (4.11). Indeed, a straightforward calculation shows that
∂jΓi = ∂iΓj ⇔ ∂
2
ij ln g
jj = ∂2ij ln g
ii ⇔
Sij(gjj)
gjj
=
Sij(gii)
gii
.
Remark 28. By using (4.14) we can write ∆R/R (included in the modified
potential U) in terms of the contracted Christoffel symbols Γi as
∆R
R
=
1
4
gii
(
2∂iΓi − Γ
2
i + ξ
2
i − 2∂iξi
)
. (4.15)
We shortly recall some definitions arising from the theory of separation of
geodesic Hamilton-Jacobi equation (see [4]).
Definition 29. Orthogonal coordinates (qi) are separable if the metric gii is a
Sta¨ckel metric i.e. it is a row of the inverse of a regular matrix S = (ϕ(j)i ) (Sta¨ckel
matrix) whose elements depend on the coordinate corresponding to the lower
index only. Orthogonal coordinates (qi) are conformal separable if the metric gii
is a conformal Sta¨ckel metric i.e., there exists a function Λ such that gii/Λ is a
Sta¨ckel metric. A function f is a pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor (resp. Sta¨ckel factor), if
it can be written as f = giiφi(q
i), where (gii) is a conformal Sta¨ckel metric (resp.
Sta¨ckel metric).
Theorem 30. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the FER-separation of
(1.1) in a given coordinate system (qi) (under the assumption gii 6= 0 ∀i) are:
(1) the coordinates are orthogonal; (2) the coordinates are conformal separable;
(3) the function
2
~2
(E − V ) + 1
4
gii(2∂iΓi − Γ
2
i )
is a pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor. In this case R is any solution of equations (4.14).
Proof. By Proposition 22, we have that coordinates are necessarily orthogonal.
Moreover, by Proposition 25 in orthogonal coordinates FER-separation occurs
if and only if conditions (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) hold. Equations (4.11) means
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that the orthogonal coordinates qi are conformal separable coordinates, condition
(4.12) means that U− 2
~2
E is a pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor (see [4]) and, by Proposition
27, Eq. (4.14) determines R up to separated factors. By (4.15), we have that we
can replace U − 2
~2
E by the function 2
~2
(E − V ) + 1
4
gii(∂iΓi −
1
2
Γ2i ), disregarding
the term 1
8
giiθi which is a pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor for any choice of ξi in (4.14).
Remark 31. In the ordinary separation for Schro¨dinger equation, condition (3)
is split into the compatibility condition for the potential (V = giiθi(q
i)) and
the Robertson condition (∂iΓj = 0). Moreover, the coordinates are in this case
necessarily separable, while in the case of FER-separation conformal separable
coordinates are also allowed.
Remark 32. For the Laplace equation, condition (3) of Theorem 30 means that
1
4
ghh(2∂hΓh − Γ
2
h) is a pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor, that is
∃ θi(q
i) |
ghh
4
(2∂hΓh − Γ
2
h) = g
iiθi(q
i). (4.16)
We remark that this condition in general does not imply (see [3]),
2 ∂iΓi − Γ
2
i = 4θi(q
i). ∀ i (4.17)
For example toroidal coordinates (see Section 5) satisfy (4.16) since ghh(2∂hΓh−
Γ2h) = g
33, but they do not satisfy (4.17). Moreover, even if the (qi) are separable,
(4.16) does not imply the Robertson condition ∂iΓj = 0 (by (4.14) Robertson
condition implies that R is a separated function and R-separation is then called
trivial [10]). A counterexample of that is given by the conformally flat metric
allowing non trivial R-separation in [8]. In [13] condition (4.17) is linked to the
fact that symmetry operators can be put in the reduced form.
Proposition 33. If (qi) are FER-separable coordinates for (1.1) for two values
of the energy E1 6= E2, then (q
i) are separable and allow R-separation for all
values of the energy.
Proof. If (4.12) holds for both E1 and E2, then Sij(g
kk) = 0, k = 1 . . . n and
(4.12) hold for all E ∈ R.
4.1 Separated equations
If qi are conformal separable coordinates for the orthogonal metricG = (gii), then
for any pseudo-Sta¨ckel factor f we have that (gii/f) is a Sta¨ckel metric. Hence, in
coordinates allowing FER-separation we have that the conformal metric G¯ with
components
g¯jj =
gjj
2
~2
E − U
(4.18)
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is a Sta¨ckel metric and that Eq. (2.5) is equivalent to
g¯ii(uii + u
2
i − ξiui) = −1, (4.19)
for any choice of the functions ξi(q
i). In order to integrate Eq. (4.19)by separation
of variables, it should be considered as the n-th equation of the system
ϕi(j)(uii + u
2
i − ξiui) = aj, (an = −1)
where ϕi(j) is the inverse of a Sta¨ckel matrix associated with the Sta¨ckel metric G¯
and (a1, . . . , an) are real constants. By inverting this system, we get the separated
equations
uii + u
2
i − ξiui =
n−1∑
α=1
aαϕ
(α)
i − ϕ
(n)
i , (4.20)
corresponding by using (2.10) to the Riccati equations for the separated factors
φi
φ′′i − ξi φ
′
i − ϕ
(j)
i aj φi = 0, (an = −1). (4.21)
Being R locally determined (up to separated factors) by Eq. (4.14), it is
evident that we always can choose ξi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n so that (4.14) becomes
2∂i lnR = Γi. (4.22)
It follows that
Proposition 34. In FER-separable coordinates, by choosing R satisfying (4.22),
separated equations (4.20), (4.21) have the canonical form
uii + u
2
i = ajϕ
(j)
i ,
φ′′i = ϕ
(j)
i aj φi.
Remark 35. Even if they do not explicitly appear in the separated equations,
the potential V and the value E are contained in the components Sta¨ckel metric
[ϕ(j)i ]
Remark 36. The above described method of separating the variables gives rise
to two kinds of constants in the separated solutions: the n− 1 constants aj (j =
1, . . . , n− 1) of Eq. (4.21) that we call separation constants and the integration
constants of Eq. (4.21). Even if the 2nd order Eq. (4.21) give rise to 2n constants,
n of them are inessential constant factors of the φi, irrelevant for our purposes as
explained at the beginning of the Section. Therefore, there are only n non-trivial
integration constants (bi = (φ
′
i/φi)q0) which, together with the n−1 (aj), form the
set of 2n− 1 constants satisfying the completeness condition (4.2). The relation
between the constants (aj , bi) and the constants (bi, kj) introduced in Remark 20
with (kj) = (φ
′′
i /φi)q0) is given by (4.21) evalueted in the initial point q0.
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In the following subsections, we shall see that, in analogy with the ordinary
separation of the Schro¨dinger equation (see [10, 2, 3] and references therein),
the separation constants are in fact the eigenvalues of n second-order pairwise-
commuting conformal symmetry operators of the equation related to quadratic
first-integrals in involution of an associated Hamilton-Jacobi equation.
4.2 Conformal Killing Tensors and FER-separation
Fixed-Energy separation of (2.5) is characterized by the existence of CKTs of
the metric G in conformal involution with common eigenvectors (see [4]). In-
deed, conformal separable coordinates are associated with n symmetric 2-tensors
K1, . . .Kn = G¯ which are Killing tensors with respect to the metric G¯ (4.18),
simultaneously diagonalized in the (qi), and with contravariant components
Kiij = ϕ
i
(j), K
ih
j = 0, for i 6= h. (4.23)
Let us consider the cotangent bundle T ∗Q with canonical coordinates (qi, pi) and
Poisson brackets of functions A, B on T ∗Q defined by
{A,B} = Σni=1
∂A
∂pi
∂B
∂qi
−
∂A
∂qi
∂B
∂pi
.
Let us construct the quadratic polynomials in the momenta associated with (Ki)
PKh = K
ij
h pipj h 6= n, PKn = g¯
ijpipj . (4.24)
We have that [12, 4] the functions PKh defined by (4.24) and (4.23) satisfy for h,
j = 1, . . . , n:
{PKh, PKj} = 0, (4.25)
i.e., PKh are pairwise in involution first integrals of the geodesic Hamiltonian PKn,
and the geodesic Hamilton-Jacobi equation g¯ijpipj = h is separable in the (q
i).
Hence, we get
Proposition 37. An intrinsic necessary condition for the existence of FER-
separable coordinates for the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1) is that there exist n− 1
CKTs K1, . . .Kn−1 such that (i) K1, . . .Kn−1,G are linearly independent, (ii)
K1, . . .Kn−1 have common eigenvectors, and (iii) Eq. (4.25) is satisfied.
4.3 Symmetry operators
Starting from separated equations (4.20) and (4.21) we build conformal symmetry
operators of (1.1). Interpreting the left-hand side of (4.20) as the results of n
differential operators acting on u,
u 7→ ϕi(j)(uii + u
2
i − ξiui), (4.26)
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and inserting (2.10), (4.14), (2.2) in (4.26), we get n operators Hj on ψ defined
by
Hjψ = ∆jψ −
1
R
∆jRψ, (4.27)
where
∆j : ψ 7→ ϕ
i
(j)(∂
2
iiψ − Γi∂iψ) = ϕ
i
(j)δiψ, δi : ψ 7→ ∂
2
iiψ − Γi∂iψ. (4.28)
For j = n we have ∆n = ∆/(
2
~2
E − U) and for an = −1, Hnψ = anψ is equiva-
lent to the Schro¨dinger equation (1.1). By Proposition 27, since ϕi(j)/g¯
ii are the
eigenvalues λij w.r. to G¯ of n diagonalized KTs of G¯, defined by
Kii(j) = ϕ
i
(j) = λ
i
j g¯
ii,
and since the λhj satisfy the following intrinsic Killing-Eisenhart equations (see
[6, 12, 4])
∂iλ
h
j = (λ
i
j − λ
h
j )∂i log g¯
hh,
a direct computation shows that
Proposition 38. Let (qi) be orthogonal conformal separable coordinates and (Kj)
be n independent KT of the conformal metric G¯ (4.18) in involution and simul-
taneously diagonalized (Kihj = δ
ihϕij), with Kn = G¯. Then, the operators Hi
pairwise commute i.e., for j, k = 1, . . . , n
[Hj, Hk] = HjHk −HkHj = 0. (4.29)
By expanding [Hi, S], where S denotes the Scho¨dinger operator S : ψ 7→
−∆ψ + 2
~2
V , by (4.27) and (4.28), we see that Hi are conformal symmetry oper-
ators [9] for S. It follows that
Proposition 39. FER-separable solutions ψ are common eigenvectors of com-
muting second order conformal symmetry operators for the Scho¨dinger operator
S.
5 An example: toroidal coordinates on the Eu-
clidean three-space
Let us consider toroidal coordinates (qi) = (η, θ, ϕ) on the Euclidean three-space
E3. These coordinates have been applied also to biophysical systems [14]. The
transformations to Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are

x = a sinh η cosϕ
cosh η−cos θ
,
y = a sinh η sinϕ
cosh η−cos θ
,
z = a sin θ
cosh η−cos θ
.
a ∈ R+
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The coordinates hypersurfaces qi = const. are toroids, spherical bowls, and half-
planes through the z-axis, respectively [17]. The non vanishing contravariant
components of the Euclidean metric in the (qi) are
g11 = g22 =
(cosh η − cos θ)2
a2
, g33 =
(cosh η − cos θ)2
a2 sinh2 η
.
We consider the FER-separation of Schro¨dinger equation for E = 0
∆ψ − 2
~2
V ψ = 0. (5.1)
Since for toroidal coordinates we have ghh(2∂hΓh − Γ
2
h) = g
33, which is a Sta¨ckel
factor, condition (3) of Theorem 30 provides the form of all possible potentials
allowing FER-separation of (5.1)
V = (cosh η − cos θ)2
(
f1(η) + f2(θ) +
1
sinh2 η
f3(ϕ)
)
,
where fi are arbitrary functions. By integrating (4.14) we get
R =
(
cosh η − cos θ
sinh η
) 1
2
(5.2)
for all ξi = 0 (canonical separated equations), while we get R = (cosh η − cos θ)
1
2
for the choice ξ1 = cotanhη (non canonical separated equations)) The conformal
metric g¯ii = gii/σ with
σ = (cosh η − cos θ)2
(
f1(η) + f2(θ) + (sinh η)
−2f3(ϕ)
)
is a Sta¨ckel metric and associated with the Sta¨ckel matrix (depending on V )
S =

 f1 −1 − sinh−2 ηf2 1 0
f3 0 1

 .
The separated equations are
d2φ1
dη2
+ cotanhη
dφ1
dη
+ (f1 − c2− c3(sinh η)
−2)φ1 = 0
d2φ2
dθ2
+ (f2 + c2)φ2 = 0
d2φ3
dϕ2
+ (f3 + c3)φ3 = 0
20
where the term in dφ1
dη
disappears if R is chosen to be (5.2). Two conformal Killing
tensors in involution associated with toroidal coordinates are
K1 = ∂θ ⊗ ∂θ + f2G¯ K2 = ∂ϕ ⊗ ∂ϕ + f3G¯
whose components in Cartesian coordinates (disregarding the term proportional
to the metric tensor) are
K1 =
1
2a2

 2x2z2 2xyz2 −(x2 + y2 + z2)xz′′ 2z2y2 −(x2 + y2 + z2)yz
′′ ′′ (x2 + y2 + z2)2

 K2 =

 y2 −xy 0−xy x2 0
0 0 0

 .
The research of non trivial examples of FER-separation for a single value E 6= 0
in dimension n > 2 is in progress.
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